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SOMMAR/O. Da diversi anni gli esponenti caratteristici di
Lyapunov sono divenuti di notevole interesse nello studio
dei sistemi dinamici al fine di caratterizzare quantitativamente le proprietà di stocasticità, legate essenzialmente alla divergenza esponenziale di orbite vicine. Si presenta dunque
il problema del calcolo esplicito di tali esponenti, già risolto
solo per il massimo di essi. Nel presente lavoro si dà un metodo per il calcolo di tutti tali esponenti, basato sul calcojo
degli esponenti di ordine maggiore di uno, legati alla crescita di volumi. A tal fine si dà un teorema che mette in relazione gli esponenti di ordine uno con quel/i di ordine superiore. Il metodo numerico e alcune applicazioni saranno
date in un sucessivoarticolo.
SUMMAR Y. Since several years Lyapunov Characteristic Exponents are of interest in the study bf dynamical systems
in order to characterize quantitatively their stochasticity
properties, re/ated essentially to the exponential divergence
of nearby orbits. One has thus the problem of the explicit
computation of such exponents, which has been solved only
for the maximal of them. Here we give a method for computing all of them, basedon the computation ofthe exponents of
order greater than one, which are related to the increase
of volumes. To this end a theorem is given relating the exponents of order one to those of greater order. The numerical
method and some applications will be giv.enin a forthcoming
paper.
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1. Introductlon.
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a theoretical
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and a numerical

speaking, the LCEs of a trajectory

system measure the mean exponential

(briefly

Numbers

point

of view.

of a dynamical

rate of divergence of

trajectories surrounding it.
The use of such exponents (and the related notion of reg-

ularity) in the study of ordinary differential equations goes
back to Lyapul)ov and his so-called fIrst method (see his
classical treatise [ l] and, for a modem exposition, [2 ], [3 ]
and [4 ]). On the other hand the theory of LCEs in a form
adapted to the needs of the theory of dynamical systems
and of ergodic theory was given only in the year 1968 in
the paper by Oseledec [5]. The main result of such paper,
namely the generaI Noncommutative Ergodic Theorem
(briefly, Oseledec Theorem) is at the basis of the present
paper.
LCEs began to play an important role in numerical studies
of stochasticity in dynamical systems since about ten years,
as it came to be realized that there exists a very sirnple algorithm allowing to compute numerically the maximal
LCE. See [ 6] for a detailed discussion of such algorithm
and [7] for a minor improvement: see also the papers [8],
[9] and [ 10], where such algorithm was used with no explicit
mention of LCEs.
While the maximal LCE was easily computable, no method
was known to compute the others. Now, also apart from its
intrinsic interest, the problem of the computation of all LCEs
necessarily arises if one is interested in the computation of
the metric entropy ofnon-lineardynamicalsystems(see [Il]
for the theory, and [ 6, 12] for the numerical aspect). The latter problem actually brought us to the one discussedin the
present paper.
In the short note [ 13] we formulated a simple theorem
which leads to an algorithm for computing all LCEs for a
class of dynamical systems and gave a numerical applicatlon
.
was a1so
. to a non- t nvla
.. 1 examp 1e. Th e same tec hmque
applied

by one of us in [14]. In the present paper and in a

forthcoming

one [ 15) the results announced in the note [ 13 ]

are expounded

and described in detail and several numerical

examples are reported.
More precisely this paper is divided in two chapters, A and
B. In A we present the theoretical results which are necessary
for the numerical

computation

are given in B. A description
the numerical
the forthcoming

of all LCEs, while the proofs
of the numerical scheme and of

results for some examples is given instead in
paper [ 15 ], which constitutes
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1.2. The main theoretical

result which leads to the algo9

rithm

for the computation

of alI LCEs and was announced

in the note [13] is formulated

here as Theorem

easy consequence of Theorem

I. The first part of the latter

is classical, and its proof

can be found

Oseledec's paper [5]. On the other

Raghunathan

technique,

for example

in the

hand, as we learned re-

cently from the paper [16], Theorem
ed, by a different

2, and is an

I has also been obtain-

in an unpublished

paper by

[171.
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of the stochasticity

systems, the case of Hamiltonian

properties

of dynamical

f1ows restricted

to surfaces

a numerical

Ilat Il denoting

~n such case. To the necessary supple-

x being a point
following

of

generaI
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be

real vector spaces, each endowed

( ,)t. For any t, let atbe

a linear map-

l
lim sup -In
t-t

algorithm

the

on a

ping of Eo onto Et. The condition

of constant energy is of great importance. The direct application of our Theorem 2, however, is not sufficient to obtain

mentary work Sec. 4 wlll be devoted.

{dT;},

we are led to

defined

in the asymp-

which we consider in the present Section.

Let {Et}'
a family

T or f1ow {Tt}

and we are interested

of the differential

manifold.

framework,

mapping

manifold,

Il at Il < 00 ,
as usual the norm of at' will be assumed to be

satisfied throughout

this paper; then, for any nonzero vector

9 E Eo one defines
1.3. We will

use the standard

notations

Z, Z+ and R for

the integers, the nonnegative integers and the real numbers
def .I
.n.
.
I rea I carteslan
.x(a,g)=llmsup-ln
respectlvely,
and R for the n-dlmenslona
t
t- -t
space; also, In will denote the naturallogarithm.
AlI vector spaces will be real and finite dimensional;
dimension

of a vector

space E will

lf ( , ) is a scalar product defined
x E E we will write Il x Il = ~.
lf eP is a p-dimensional

be denoted

on E, then,

the

by dim E.

as usual, for

vector subspace of a vector space

(the existence
cluded).

llaf!F

of a nonzero 9 with x(at' g) = -00

The number

with respect
the definition
Actually,

ll<oo
is not ex-

x(at' g) is called the LCE of vector 9

to the family {aJ. It is convenient to extend
to the zero vect~~ ~ of Eo by x(at' ~) = -00.
from

the very defmltlon

of the LCEs lt follows

E and A a measurable subset of eP, then by VoIP (A) we will

that one has

denote the p-dimensional

x(at' f + g) ~ max {x(at' f), x(at' g)}

(l )

x(at' cg) = x(at' g)

(2)

product ( , ).
A slight extension

volume of A induced

of the standard notion

value of the determinant,

usually

ping of a linear space onto

referred

itself,

will

by the scalar

of the absolute
to a linear map-

be required

for the

for any two vectors f, 9 E Eo and for any c E R, c * O. By (2)
one can consider the LCE as a function

case of a linear mapping S of a linear space E onto another

l-dimensional

linear space F of the same dimension.

the concept of LCEs of higher order.

-dimensional

linear

scalar product,

Let E, F be two p-

spaces, each endowed

and S a linear mapping

with

a particular

of E onto F; then

we set by definition

I det

I

S =

,
VoIP(U)

where

U is an arbitrary

bounded

nition

is clearly independent

open set of E. The defi-

of U and reduces to the stand-

ard one for E = F. The formulae

are numbered

independen-

tley in each Section.
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volume induced in Et by the scalar product

( , )t.
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def
l
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one has x(at' eP) < 00 for any subspace eP E Eo. This
is easily seen by choosing as U the open parallelepiped generated

by p linearly

the Hadamard
to which

independent

inequality

the euclidean

vectors of eP and recalling

(see for example

[181), according

volume of a parallelepiped

does not

exceed the product

of the lengths of its sides. In particular,

with

of I det at I given in Sec. 1.3, for p = n

the definition

one obtains
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2. Lyapunov Characteristic
ties and basic theorems.
2.1.

We recalI

formulate

Exponents;

EXPONENTS.
elementary

here the classical notions

proper-

on LCEs and

the first theorems on which the numerical

compu-

tations of alI LCEs are based.
The typical
10

situation

we have to deal with is that we are

I
lim sup -In
t- -t

I det at I < 00.

When no ambiguity

arises, we will

simply

write

X(g) for

x(at' g) and X(eP) for x(at' eP).
By ( I) and (2) one easily sees that for any r E R the set of
vectors {g E Eo ; X(g) ~ r} is a vector subspace of Eo. It then
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easily follows that the numbers

can be replaced by

{X(g)}gEEo
g~O

l'
t~
values (- 00 is not

then we will say that exact LCEs exist, We can now formu-

excluded), say V1> ' , , ; Ps' with 1 ~s ~ n, Let {Li =
= {g EEo; x(g) ~ pJ, Clearly, for the subspaces {LJ1<i<s

take at most n = dim E

different

late the f1fst theorem on LCEs, which is proven in Sec. 5.
THEOREMl, Let {a,} be a regular family. Then:

one has
def
{0}=Ls+1C,..CL1=EO'
with Li+1 *Li'

(3)

and X(g) = Pi if and only if 9 ELi\Li+1'

l~i~s.
., called a normal basls (wlth
, reA basis f1, ., .,fn of EO lS
spect to the family {at}) if
n

a. The exact LCEs of any order exist: in particular , for any
°*gEEo'
1
X(g)=lim-lnllatgll;
t-+- t
b. For any p-dimensional subspaceePC Eo one has

n

L X(fi)~ L X(gJ,
, 1
' 1
1=
1=

x(eP)=

where 9 l' ' .., gn is any basis of Eo' A normal basis never is
unique, but the set of numbers {X~)}l<i<n depends on!y
, on the family { at} and not on the cholce of the normal basls.
By a possible permutation of the vectors of the given normal
,
basls, one can always

t

Xi ,

k=l

suppose that

X(f 1 ) ~ X(f 2 ) ~ ., , ~
~ x(f n)' As these numbers just depend on the family {a,},
the notation Xi = x(fJ, 1 ~ i ~ n, is justified, The numbers

k

with a suitable sequence 1 ~ il < i2 < ...< ip ~ n;
c, For any p-dimensional subspaceePC Eo one has

x(eP) = min

LP

X(g,),
1

i= 1
where the minimum

X1' ., , , Xn are called the LCEs of the family {aJ. The set of

is taken over all bases{gl' ' ." gp}of eP,

Remark that, if one denotes by b t: eP -+-a,(eP) the restric-

all LCEs is called the spectrum of the family { at}' and denot-

tion of at to the subspace eP, then point c of Theorem

ed Sp(at). The number of repetitions

equivalent

of Pi will be denoted by

ki; it is easy to see that ki = dim Li -dim

Li+l' 1 ~ i ~s (1),

to the fact that the regularity

imp)ies the regularity

of the family

{bJ,

1 is

of the family {at}
Moreover,

notice

that for eP = EO(i, e. p = n), point b reads
2.2. The Hadamard lemma recalled above implies that, for
any basisg1'. ."gn
1
lim sup -In
t-+t

n
X(Eo) = L Xi

of EO' one has the inequality

i=l
and is an immediate consequence of regularity,

n
I det at I ~ L X(gJ,
i=l

The family {at} is called regular if all the mappings at are in-

X(Eo)=

vertible, if

because

1
lim ~ In I det at1.
t-+ -t

Point a is explicitly stated in Sec, 1 of [5 ]; points b and c,
which are not explicitlyformulated
there, can be rather casily
proven as a byproduct of the classical proof of a; points b

lim ~ In I det at I
t-+ -t
,
, , ,
,
,
exlstsandlsfmlte,andlfthereexlstsabaslsf1,.."fno
E o such that

,

1
n
lim -lnldetatl=Lx(fi).
t-+ -t
i=1

f

and c, in a slightly different form, are stated in [17] and also
rtd ' R
k226
f[16]
d '
repo e m emar
..o
an m Sec, 21.o, f[19]Th
e
, ,S
proof of Theorem 1 reported m
ec. 5 extends the proo f of

point a given in [5 ],
(4)

2.3. Let us now add some comments in connection with

Any such basis J;1 ' ., "f n is clearly a normal one. Thus (4)

the computation of the LCEs.
If one cou ld k now a pnon
' , th e sequence (3) o f sub spaces

imp~i~s that the LCEs {X(fJ}l<i<nof

L1' L2' ' ., , Ls of Eo and perform

all

a regular family{at}

are

fmlte,
When

one
in the

definition

of

LCEs

lim sup
t-+ -

(I) Properly speaking, by LCEs of the family {at} one usua11yuntand th
t { }
and by l'
tS spectrum the set v'l' k i 1<I<S
'
ers
s ese vi1<i<s
(see [5]),
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in

principle

,

P1' ' , , , Ps; mdeed,
one would obtain

Pi=
d

would

1
lim -lnllatgll,
t-+ -t

b

be

able

exact computations,
to

estimate

all

LCEs,

then
i,e,

k'
, ,,
' L i \ L i+1
y ta mg an mltla 1 vector p m

1 ~i~s,
, .

Now, apart from L 1 ' all the rema1Dlng subspaces L2' ' , , , Ls
have

positive

codimension

and

thus

vanishing

Lebesgue
Il

mesaure. It is then clear that by a 'random' choice of 9 EEo
in the usuaI senseone wiII obtain Vl; actually, this ~emak is
just at the basis of the numerical technique for computing
the maximal LCE Vl as shown in [ 6 ].
By the way, notice that, even if in some speciaI examples
one could happen to know a priori the subspacesL2' ..., Ls
and so one could choose for example 9 E L2 ' then the computatioDa1 errors would nevertheless Iead to the actua1
computation of Vl and not of V2; this wilI be shown on an

case in which the generaI OseledecNoncommutative Ergodic
Theorem (see Sec. 6) can be applied. However, for definiteness, we will restrict ourselves in this section to the
framework indicated above.
Nevetheless, aIso in that framework a sIight generalization
is of interest, namely the case in which the diffeomorphism
T is defined on a manifold N, not necessarilycompact, which
contains a compact differentiable submanifold M invariant
under T (i.e. with TM = M). This is indeed the caseoccurring

example in Sec. 6.2 of Part II of this work [15].
Thus we are confronted with the problem of computing
all LCEs. Now, as the random choice of a I -dimensional
subspaceIeads to the computation of the maximaI LCE of
order I, we will see below that the random choice of a p-dimensionaI subspace Ieads to the computation of the
maximal LCE of order p, I ~ p ~ n, and thus, by Theorem I,
it will then be possible to compute all LCEs.
Indeed, by Theorem l, it is very easy to see that, given a
p-dimensional subspaceePC Eo' the necessaryand sufficient
condition to be satisfied in order to have x(eP) = X1+ ...+
+ X, is the following
Con~itionR (at random): for all j, 2 ~ j ~ s one has

in Hamiltonian systems when an energy surface has a compact invariant component. In particular, the case of a diffeomorphism of a compact manifold onto itself just corresponds to the caseN = M .
Precisely, Iet N be an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold
of classeCl, with Riemannian metric p, and let TxN denote
the tangent space to N at x E N, with the induced scalar
product ( , )" anrl corresponding norm Il.11.Let T be a C1 diffeomorphism of N onto itself, and M a compact m-dimensional C1 submanifold of N, invariant under T. Obviously,
TxM C TxN for every x E M .
The well known Krylov-Bogoliubov theorem (see for
example [20]) impIies that the set of a1l T-invariant BoreI probability (i.e. nonnegative and normed) measures on M is
non empty. Let #J.be one of such measures.

d.

( ..D
1Jnt:"

n L j-max
) -

(0

-,
j-l

,p

L..i. k
i=l

)

In the following we will aIso say that p vectors spanning
eP satisfy Condition R if eP does. On the other hand, it is
clear that such condition will be satisfied if the subspaceeP
is generated by p vectors chosen at random in Eo in the
usua1sense.
"
Thus we obtain the following theorem, which is at the basis
of the numericaI algorithm for the computation of all LCEs.
THEOREM2. Let {at} be a regular family and ePa p-dimensional subspace of Eo(l ~ p ~ n) satisfying Conditition R
with respect to the family {at}. Then one has
p
x(eP) = L Xi.
i=1
3. The Oseledec Noncommutative Ergodic Theorem and
Lyapunov Characteristic Exponents for differentiable dynamicaI system.

3.2. The following theorem contams the heart of tJte
Oseledec Noncomrnutative Ergodic Theorem in the present
framework.
The passagefrom the generai Oseledec Noncommutative
Ergodic Theorem to the theorem formulated below is sketched
in Sec. 6.

THEOREM3. Let M, N, T, #J.etc. be as above. Then there
exist a measurable subset Ml CM, #J.(M1)= l, such that for
every x EMl the family {dT:l, where dT: : TxN-+ TTtxN ,
is regular.
The points x EM for which the above family is regular will
be ca1l~dT-regular points (an analogous terminology will be
used for flows). Then, from point c of Theorem Ione immediately deduces the regularity of the family {dT:}, where
d T: : TxM -+ Trt xM , for all T-regular points x.
This theorem, together with the results of Sec. 2 and the
above remark, immediately impIies the following one (usually
called the Oseledec Noncommutative Ergodic Theorem,

3.1. Consider now the case in which one is given a diffeomorphism T of class C1 of a compact connected Riemannian manifold M onto itself (here and in the following all
manifolds may be with border). Given x EM, Iet TxM be the

whenN =M).
THEOREM4. Let M, N, T, #J.etc. be as above. Then there
exists a measurable subset Ml CM, #J.(MJ= l, such that, {or

tangent space to M at x and denote by dTt : T M-+ 7: M,
the tangent mapping of Tt, where t is a no;neg:tive int~~er.
Then the problem naturally arises whether the family of
Iinear mappings {dT:}is regular.

every x EM1' one has:
l) considering the family dT: ' where dT: : TxM -+TTtxM,
a. The LCEs of any order exist. In particular , for any
9 E TxM,g*O, the finite limit

An analogous problem occurs for differentiable flows,
and all considerations of this section are also valid in such

def
I
X(x, g) = lim -In
t-+ ~ t

IldT:g Il

case. The same can be said for other classesof mappings or
flows,

as

for

example

billard

flows

in

domains

of

finite

volume with a sufficiently regular border (see [5] and [12]).
As

12

a matter

of

fact,

the

following

considerations

hold

in

any

exists.

As

9 *

0

varies

values Vl(X) > ...>
b.

The

set

of

in

T

x

M,

X(x,

g)

takes

s ~

m

differerit

vs(x), where s = s(x);
vectors

9 E

T

x

M

such

that

X(x,

g)

~

v.(x),
I
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1~ i ~ s, is a linear subspace of TxM, denoted Li(x), and
one has

1
lim -In
t-~ t

def
{0}=L s+ 1(x)CL(x)C...CL1(X)=TM;
s

t
where [dTxg1'
...,

x

ifgELi\Li+1'
then X(x,g) = Vi' 1 ~i~s;
c. Denoting k;<x) = dim Li(X) -dim Li+ 1(x), then one
has

VolP([dT:g1' ...,

p
dT:gp]) = L Xi(x),
i=l

t
dTxgp]
denotes the open parallelepiped

generated by the vectors dT:g1' ..., dT:gp.
An analogous statement could be given for the family
{dT:}, where dT: : TxM-+ TTtxM. Our concern with SPN(X)
arises from the fact that, although being ìnterested in SPM(X).-

t ki(x) Vi(X) = lim ~ In I det dT: I.
i=1
t-~ t-+

in many cas~swe can only handle t~e mapping~ dT:. : TxN -;.
TTtxN; thlS occurs for example m the Hamlltornan case.

...t
t.
2) Consldenng.the famlly {dTx}, where dTx. TxN -+ TTtxN,
analogouspropertles a, b and c hold.
Clearly, as M is compact, the LCEs defined above do not
depend on the choice of the Riemannian metric p of N,
neither does

More special relations between the two spectra SPM(X)'
SPN(X) in the symplectic and in the Hamiltonian caseswill
be worked out in the next section.

1
lim -In
t- ~ t

4. Lyapunov Characteristic Exponents in the presence of a
Liouville mesaure. The symplectic and Hamiltonian cases.

I det dT: I.

4.1. Denote by vp the normalized volume induced on M
by the Riemannian metric p (for details, see tbr example

It can be of interest to remark that, by taking simultaneously into consideration the LCEs for diffeomorphisms T
and T-1, one could produce a more detailed formu1ation of
the points 1b and 2b of Theorem 4 (see [5 ], [ 16], [ l7J and
[21 ]). Moreover, the Oseledec Theorem and its Raghunathan
improvement are in fact applicable to mappings which are
only a1most everywhere differentiable. Notice (see Sec. 6)
that in [5] only the condition

[22 ]). In addition to the hypotheses concerning the manifolds
M, N and the diffeomorphism T made in Sec. 3, we will now
suppose that T admits a Liouville mesaure on M, i.e. that
there exists a T-invariant probability measure IlL on M
which is absolutely continuous with respect to the mesaure
Vp (examples with no Liouville measure can be trivia1ly
found a1ready among the diffeomorphisms of the circle).
Denote by dllL \dvp the Radon-Nikodym derivative (see for

( ln+lldT:11Idll<00,
JM

example [23]) of IlL with respect to vp; we will also write
dIlL\dvp(x)=ct>(x).
The following results are well known. For a proof see
Sec.7.

where In+ a = max (In a, O), is assumedinstead ofour stronger
condition that T be a diffeomorphism of class C1. Fina1ly,
from the improvement of Raghunathan one can deduce
Theorem 4 for any mapping T not necessarily invertible
satisfying the condition

PROPOSITION
6. In the above assumptions, if

1

Iln ct>I dllL < 00,

( 1)

M
L In' Il dTx Il dll < 00 ;

then one has, IlL-almost everywhere on M ,

but in such case one cannot guarantee the finiteness of alI
LCEs. However, the formulation given in Theorem 4 suffices

1
lim -In
t- ~ t

for the purposes of the present paper.
Let us denote the spectrum of the family

{dT:},

where

I det dT: I = 0,

where dTt : T M-+ ~ T t M .
x
x
x
Obviously, condition ( l) is always satisfied if ct>is a positive

dT::T/t1-+TTtxM,
by SPM(X) and the spectrum of the
family {dT:}, where dT: : TxN -+ TTtxN, by SPN(X). The only

continuousfunctiononM.
From point l.c of Theorem

generaI relation

duces

between the two spectra is SPM(X) C SPN(X).

Clearly one has, for any t, SPM(X) = SPM(Tt x) and SPN(X) =
= SPN(Tt x).
We can now also formulate
theorem corresponding

in the present framework

to Theorem

one for the numerical computation
THEOREM 5. Let M,N,

the

2, which is the relevant

4 one then immediately

COROLLARY 7. If the diffeomorphism
measure IlL and condition

(l)

de-

T admits a Liouville

is satisfied,

then IlL -almost

everywhere on M one has

of alI LCEs.

T,1l etc. be as above. Then there

m
L X .(x) = b .
i=l
I

exists a measurable subset M 1 C M, Il(M 1) = l, such that, for
every

1 ~ p ~ n, if gl' ...,

with respect to the family
one has
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gp E Tx.N satisfy

condition

{dT:}, where dT: : TxN-+TTtxN,

R
4.2. Let us now recalI some basic notions on symplectic
diffeomorphisms

and on Hamiltonian

systems. For

more
13

details, see [24 ].
The coordinates of a vector of R2nwill be denoted, asusual
in this context, by (q,P)=(ql'...'qn'Pl'...'Pn);ifA
is
l"
'
f R 2n
"
lf b
h
d'
a mear mappmg o
onto ltse , y t e correspon mg
script letter d we will denote the matrix of A in the standard basis el = (l, 0,0, ...,o),
e2 = (0, 1,0, ...,o)
etc. of
R2n. Let

(0
ff=

THEOREM8.
a. Let U be an open subset of R2nand T a symplectic diffeomorphism of U onto itself. If x EU is a T-regular point,
then one has SPu(x) = -SPu(x),i"e.
SPu(x) = {Xl(X), xfx),

-t8'n )

Sn

constitute the main object of the present section and are
proven in Sec" 8. We have f1fst

0

...,

xn(x), -xn(x),

...,

-xfx),

-

-X1(x)}.

be the 2n x 2n matrix in which Snis the n x n identity matrix.
A linear mapping A of R2n onto itself is called symplectic

b. Exactly the same holds for the symplectic diffeo~
morphisms of T 2n.

if d' ff d = ff , where d' is the transposed matrix of d.
The linear symplectic mappings on R2n form a group, denoted Sp(2n, R)" If A E Sp(2n, R), then det A = l.
lf U is an open subset of R2n, a diffeomorphism T of U
onto itself is called symplectic if for every xEU one has
dTx E Sp(2n, R). As det dTx = I for every x E U, then the
Lebesguemeasure on U is T-invariant .In an evident manner
this definition makes sense also for diffeomorphisms of the
torus T2n= R 2n/Z2n.Examples of symplectic diffeomorphisms
ofthetoruswillbeconsideredinPartIl[I5].

Suppose now furthermore that r c U is a (2n -1 )-dimensional compact submanifold of class C1, T-invariant and
such that T: r -+ r preserves a Liouville measure JlL. Then
from Theorem 3 we know that JlL-almost alI points x E r
are T-regular. Thus, if condition (l) is satisfied, we have the
following corollary , for the formulation of which we use the
same terminology as in connection with Theorems 3 and 4
of Sec. 3 ( with M = r and N = U) :

43

W

..e

t

come

now

th

o

fH

e

case

o

.

lt

.

amI

sys

U be an open subset of R2n and HEC2(U).
the Hamiltonian

òH(q, p)

qi=

equations with Hamiltonian

, jJi=-

t

oman

Let

COROLLARY 9. For JlL-almost alI points xEr

one has

SPr(X)={Xl(X),xfX),"..,Xn-l(X),0,-Xn-l(X),...,-

ems.

Consider in U
H, i.e.

òH(q, p)

-XfX),-Xl(X)},
SPux
( ) --XIX,X2X,...,Xn-l
{ ( )
( )

(x,O,-Xn-l(X),...,)

l<i<n.
òp"I
òq"I
We will suppose once for alI that any solution (q(t),p(t))
of such equations is defined for alI t E R, so that the Hamiltonian flow {Tt} on U i~ well defined and is of classC1. One
has then that dT; E .S:p(2n,R) for any x E U and t E R.
The surface of constant energy E, {(q, p) E U; H(q, p) =
= E}, is {Tt}-invariant. Suppose it contains a compact connected {Tt}-invariant component r E and that grad H(q, p) *
* 0 for (q, p) E r E; then r E is a (2n -1 )-dimensional differentiable manifold of class C2. It is well known that in a
standard way (see for example [25 ]), Chap. III, Sec. 4) one

-XfX),-Xl(X)}.
The same result also holds for Hamiltonian flows {Tt} on
rE. Indeed, in such case Tt is, for any t, a symplectic diffeomorphism, and on the other hand the LCEs of the flow {Tt}
are evidently the same as those for the diffeomorphism T1.
As a final remark, it is very easy to show that, if one has
a differentiable flow on a compact manifold without stationary points, as in our assumptions of Sec. 4.3, then the LCE
of a vector tangent to the orbit of the flow vanishes.
Notice that, in the proof of Theorem 8, given in Sec. 8,
we will make use of a lemma which goes back to Perron (see
[26] and also Sec. 3 of [II]) and is of some interest by itself.

can define a canonical Liouville mesaure JlL on rE. This
mesaureis given by the formula

B. PROOFS OF THE RESULTS OF CHAPTER A.

Jl (A) = ~ ( ~
.5.
L
C L Ilgrad HII

ProofofTheorem 1.
5.1. We are concerned with a regular family {a,}. t being a

.nonnegative
where u denotes the measure induced on rE by the Lebesgue
measure on R2n,Il .11denotes the Euclidean norm on R2n, and

C=.
For

1

du

Il grad H Il
~
this Liouville

at are invertible,

measure condition

(l)

is automatically

satisfied,

because in such case <t>is a positive

function

on rE. Moreover,

continuous

since grad H * 0, the Hamil-

tonian flow { Tt } on r E has no stationary
4.4. We come now to the formulation

14

integer or real number, of linear mappings
at : Eo -+ Et' where {Et} is a family of real n-dimensional
vector spaces, each endowed with a scalar product (,)t" We
recall that the family { a t} is ca1ledregular if all the mappings

points.
of the results which

1
lim -In
t--t

if

I det at I

exists and is finite,

and if there eixsts a basis f l' ...,

f n of

Eo such that
1

n

lim -lnldetatl
t-- -t

=LxU;).
i= 1

(I)

MECCANICA

Any such basis is a normal basis for the family { at}.

is a basis of Fp and

First of alI we remark that the problem of proving Theorem 1 can be reduced trivi~lly to the same pr~blem. for a regular family { b t} of mappmgs of a fixed n-d1JllenSlOnareal
vector space E onto itself endowed with a scalar product ( , ).

p
p
L X(.t;) ~ L X(gi)
i= 1
i=1

(

»

any
isomorphism
ht of -1
the
space
(Et'
, t..lS
, consider
onto the space(E, (,». Denote bt = htathO ; for any t thlS

b
foranyother

is a linear

mapping

and lenghts,

of E onto

it is clear that

itself.

As ~t preserves

{at} is regular

lf and only

1 for the

.volum.es
lf { bt} lS"

to prove Theorem

as we wtll do.
In the following,

.exists
when speaking of a space E we wtll mean

f

aml1 y

{b }
t'

It is th~n sufficient

..en
an

n-dimensional

space

E

endowed

wlth

a ftxed

scalar

product

( , ).
.that
basls el' ...,

5.2. In a space E fix an orthonormal

consider the corresponding sequence of subspaces Fl
C" ..C F n = E defined by the property that el' ...,
F. for any 1 ~ i ~ n" If a linear invertible mapping
I
onto itself has the property that k(fì) = fì for allI
we will say that k is uppertriangular
basis, because such is the matrix
..
h
:Kl'

$' =

K12'

K 13'.""'

K2'
O"

K23'...'K2n
"
:

Proof

Such

K ln

a basis

is constructed

-J- r
Jl E F 1 an d , ..
1or 2 ~--, i ~ n
X(.t;) ~ X(g) for any 9 E fì \fì-l

f. n

as follows:

take

any

y Ji
~ EF
I \ F. 1-1 such
that
(at least one such vector

an

because the set of LCEs of the family {bt} is finite)"

Th
T

r

f.

.

I

I

b . f F
asls
o
. d t ..P

..
Il 1 ~
lor
a
--" p
n
~
b
he emma lS proven y m uc 1On Wlth respec t t o p" For
p = 1 the statement is trivial. Let 1 ~ p ~ n -1 and suppose

'I

J;,

."

.,

lS

c

ear

y

a

one has

C F2 C
ei span
k of E

p
p
.z= X(.t;) ~ .z= X(gi)
I= 1
I= 1

~ i .~ n

for any basis gl' " .., gp of F p" We have to prove that one

with respect to the glven

has

p+l
L x(.t;) ~ 11+1
L X(gi)

)

i-l--

i-l

foranybasisgl'...'gp+lOfFp+l"
the proposition is assumed to be true for p, then the

.As

inequality
F

1 such

that

is evident for those bases 9 l' .." , gp+ 1 of
g l '

.."

,g

p+

.construct
, Kn are clearly the elgenvalues

-gl'"..'gpE

PROPOSITION A" Let el' " " ., en be a fixed orthonormal
basis in a space E. Then any invertible linear mapping b of E

p+l
p+l
L X(gi) ~ L X(gi)'
i= 1
i= 1

onto itself has a unique factorization

so that the inequality

b = uk, where u and k

are linear mappings of E onto itself, u being orthogonal

and k

(with respect to the given basis) with positive

LP

.

L
P

i=l
Proof. Define the subspaces G1 C G2 C" " .C Gn = E by
Gi = b(Fi) for 1 ~ i ~ n and let gl' : " " , gn be an orthonormal
~asis.such that gl'.. ." '~i span Gi for 1 ~~~n"

Such b.asis

" When

this

is

not

the

case,

we

p

9P+ 1 of F P+ 1 such that

pan

X(~)
Ji ~

etgenva I ues.

EF
p

another
F
d basis 9 1, ...,

ofk.

uppertriangular

t. 1 r

nparlCUarJl'"..'

p

O

en and

..latter
Kn
The diagonal elements K1, .."

I

f F
o"
p

$' of the mapping k in the

baslsel' ..., en' 1.e.one as

(

.
aslsg1'...'g

"
a normal baslS"

Indeed

is again evident, as

-

X(g.)I
i=l

and
X (f.
) ~ X(g
).
The p+lconstructionp+l of the vectors gl' " " ., gp+ 1 is the following" Given a basis gl' " ..,gp+l

of Fp+l'

there exists an

lS umque up to onentatlon of the axes. Defme the mappmgs
v and k by vgi = ei for 1 ~ i ~ n and k = vb. Clearly v is
dk ..
1
.h
th
..
l
orthogonal an
lS uppertlangu ar Wlt respect to
e ongma

integer s, O ~ s ~ p, such that s vectors of the basis belong
to F and the remaining ones to F + 1\F .With no restriction
p
p
p
of generality we can suppose that gl' ." ., gs E Fp' that

basis. By a suitable unique orientation

9s+l'.""'

always

obtam

a mappmg

Then the proposition

k wlth

poslttve

of g l ' ...,

gn one can

etgenvalues"

ali

is proven with u = v-l.

i with

9p+l EF p+l \F p and that
s < i ~ p"

Define

now

X(gP+ 1) ~ X(g.)I

gi = gi

for

for

1 ~ i ~ s and

for i = p + I. For s < i ~ p define instead gi = gi + cigp+ 1

...with
PROPOSITION B. Let {b t} be a family of Imear mappmgs of

the unique real Ci such that gi E Fp (i.e" define gi as
the projection of gi onto F p along the direction of gp+ 1).

a space E onto itself, such that

From

1
IÌm sup -In
t-+t

any h,gEE
(see Sec. 2.1), one has then X(gi)~
~ max (X(gi)' X(gp+ 1») = X(gi)for any i with s ~ i ~ p. Then
gl' " ..,gp+l
is the required basis and this concludes the

Il bt Il < 00.

Fix a sequence of linear subspaces F 1 C F 2 C. ..C

Fn = E

such that dim F, = i for any 1 ~ i ~ n. Then there exists a
I
basis f1, .." ,In of E such that, for any 1 ~p ~n, f1, ...,fp
MARCH 1980

the inequality

X(h + g) ~ max (X(h),

X(g», true for

proof of the proposition.
5.3" We come now to the heart ofthe

proofot

Theorem l"
15

For any p-dimensional
the

exact

limit

X(eP)

subspace eP we have to show that

exists.

Let

us consider

an arbitrary

se-

quenceofsubspacesF1CF2C...CFn=E,dimFi=i,l~
~ i ~ n, such that F p = eP, and correspondingly

an ortho-

1

1

-In
t

Kft)

1

= -In
t

I det bt 1-

Given any e > O, for alI sufficiently
onehas

bt = utkt' where Ut is orthogonal and kt uppertriangular
(with respect to the basis e1' ...,en)
with positive eigen-

~ In K"(t) ~ ~ + e
t
1

1 ~ i ~ n. Denote

1
À" = lim sup -In
1
t-.t
We first

Kj(t).

(9)

large t and alI 1 ~j ~ n

and thus, from (9),

K.(t).
1

show that

-In
t

11

normal basise1'...'ensuchthate1'...'ei
spanFi'l~i~n.
By Proposition A we then have the unique factorization

values Ki(t),

L
"~"

(2)
for any normal

basis f1, ...,fn

cor-

responding to the sequence F1' ...,

1
1
-lnKft)~-lnldetbtl-L(~+e)=
t
t
1

"~ "
1 I

1

F according to Proposin
B one has X(J:) = À", 1 ~ i ~ n, where both X(J:) and
III
Ài are exact limits.
Indeed, as Ut is orthogonal, then

= -In
t

I det bt 1- lim -In
t-.t

Ilb,J;II=llktf;II~lciIKft),

.l " . f ~ l K( )
ln1 m
n" Il t ~ .,
I\",
t-. -t

I det bt I + Ài -(n

-l)

e,

tion

where c l' ...,

1 ~i~n,

(3)

cn are nonvanishing real numbers independent

of t; this is seen because f; = (jiei + hi-1
kt(F;-l)=F;-l

and ei is orthogonal

with

\
where (8) has been used. Thus we have

hi-1 E F;-1 '

and, in virtue

Thus, from

limits

to F;-1.

(3) one gets

the existence of the exact

1

X(J:)~À",
Il

l~i~n.

(4)

Using now the regularity
that
x(f;)

of (2), we obtain

= Ài

of the family {bJ, we wi1l prove

1 ~ i ~ n.

(5)

lim
t-.-

-lnKi(t)=Ài'
t

l~i~n.

(lo)

The fact that the exact limits
lim
t-.-

~
t

In Il b J: Il = À"
t Il

Indeed, from
n
I det btl

exist for all 1 ~ i ~ n immediately

= n Ki(t),
i= 1

onehasby(4)and(1)
1
~--lnldetbtl~
t
t

(6)

L Ài ~
i=1
1
lim -lnldetbtl
t
t-.-

I
In Ki(t)( 1" i" n = {Xj}l"j"

denotes the LCEs of the family {bt}.

Moreover, as

= VolP([kte1'

n
n
L Ài = L x(f;),

...,

p ])=

p
ktep]) = n Ki(t),
i=l

we obtain

i=l

so that (5) fo1lows from (4). Notice in particular

n'

VoIP(bt(eP))=VolP([bte1'...'bte

i.e.

i=l

1
t

where {Xj}l"j<n
(7)

n
~\x(f;)=
.L
1=1

(lo).
As a coro1lary we also obtain that
\
It~

n

fo1lows from (3), (5) and

that from

1
x(eP) = lim -In
t-.t

VoIP(b (eP)) =
t

(7) we have furthermore
n

1

LÀi=
i=l

lim -ln1detbtl,
t-.t

which will be used below.
We show that the exact limits
1
.lim -ln
t-.t

K"(t)
I

exist. By (6),
16

P.l
(8)

=[t~-lnKi(t)=.LÀi=
/=1
t

P
1=1

P
L
r=l

X;r

for a suitable set of i~dices 1 ~ il < i2 < ...<

ip ~ n. Thus

we get that the exact LCE X(eP) exists and that
p
x(eP) = L Xi .
r= 1 r
So we have explicitly

proven points a and b of Theorem l.
MECCANICA

Point c is also a direct consequence of the demonstration,
as {x 'r. }1 .;r.;p

=

{ X(J;) }l
./
I
.;,~p

canonically isomorphic. But this difficulty

.overcome;

indeed,

6. GeneraI form of the Oseledec Noncommutative Ergodic
Theorem and application to the differentiable case.

by

using

local

coordinates

is very easly
one

can

canoni-

cally indentify alI the tangent spacesto N in any open set of
N where such coordinates are defined.
Accordingly, in virtue of the compactness of M, one can
.,.
.T
N-+
Rn
define a family of linear mappings { 1/J }
xxEM"i'x.x

6.1. Let X be a set, d
probability

a o..algebra of subsets of X and Jl a

measure defined on d.

By an endomorphism

of

the measure space (~, d, Jl).one und~rsta~ds a ~easurable
and measure preservmg mappmg of X mto ltself, l.e. a mapping T: X-+ X such that for any A E d
E d

and Jl(A) = Jl(T-1(A)).

one has T-1(A)

An endomorphism

a measurable inverse is called an automorphism.

E

such that

1/Jxis piecewise continuous

c Ilfll ~111/Jx(f) ~~ c Ilfll
1
2

(3)

for any x E M and f E TxN , c 1 and C2being positive numbers

adrnitting

independent

For more

of 1/Jx(f).

detailsseeforexample[27]or[28].

of x EM, and 111/Jx(f)Il being thè euclidean norm

Let JV(t,x)=1/JTtxodT;o1/J;l;

Let n be a natural number.

A measurable mapping X x

with respect to x E M

and

measurable

JV(t,X)

is clearly

a

cocycle defined on M with values in GL(n, R).

x Z 3 (x, t) t-+ JV(t, x) E GL (n, R) is called a multiplicative

By (2) and (3), condition

cocycle with respect to T with values in GL(n, R) if, for alI

Theorem

(l) is satisfied. Thus one can apply

C to the cocycle JV , and this proves Theorem 3.

s, t E Z and Jl-almost alI x E X one has
'r (
T t x ) Jft,X

) -'r
-JfS, (

'r (
Jft+S,X

)

6.3. A theorem completely

.

A standard example of a multiplicative
cocycle is JV(t, x) =
= dT: ' where T is a diffeomorphism
of an open subset of

on a measure space (X, d,

Rn onto itself.
Let Il.11 be a fixed norm on Rn. The heart of the Oseledec

(
J, 1:~llln+

Noncommutative

Ergodic

Theorem

(see [ 5 ]) is contained

in the following
THEOREM C. Let

analogous to Theorem C holds

for a measurable, measure preserving f1ow { T1 tE R defined
Jl), if condition

Il (t, x) Il dJl < ~

X
is satisfied (see [5 ]).

JV

respect to an automorphism

be a multiplicative

cocycle

with

T with values in GL(n, R), such

As in Sec. 6.2, this implies that for differentiable f1ows of
class C1 one ,has a theorem analogous to Theorem 3 (and consequently

one also has analogues of Theorems

4 and 5).

that

i

In

+

IIJV(I,x)lldJl<~

7. Proof of Proposition 6.

and

7.1. Let xE-M. A sequence {Ar}r,>l of open balls ofM
will be called an x-sequenceif x E Ar for any r ;;. 1 and if

x

i

ln+IIIJV(I,x):1-11IdJl<~.

(l)

X

lim diam (A) = O,
r--r
where

Then, for Jl-almost alI points x E X the family { JV (t, x)} tEZ
of linear mappings of Rn onto Rn is regular.
In particular , one thus deduces that Theorem
applies to the farnily

{JV(t,X)}tEZ

1 of Sec. 2

for Jl-a1most all points

diam B =

sup d(u, v ),
u."EB

d denoting

the distance induced on M by the Riemannian

metric p. It is easy to see that, for any x EM and for any

x EX.

x-sequence {Ar},>

6.2. We sketch here how one deduces Theorem 3 of Sec.
3.2 from Theorem C (see also [16]).

lim vp(T(A r )) = I det dT I
r-- -V
(A)
x
p r

Let N be a C1 Riemannian manifold,
h th t T(M)
M
f N
t .t lf

(l)

T a C1diffeomorphism

h
M .
C1
o 1 se
suc
a
=
, w ere
lS a
compact
..
B
1
b b ..ferentlatlon
b
... ld o.f N L e t Jl b e a T -mvanant
su marnlo
ore
pro
a ility
o

l' one has

on

...
From

..

the

well

known

(see

for

example

[23 ],

Chap.

theorem
lO)

we

on
have

dlfthat

measure defined on M. To every point x EM we associate
y { dTt } where dTt .T N-+ ~ t N It is clear that
the famil
x'
x.
x
T x.

q, (x) = -(x)

L

for vp-almost all points x E M and for all x-sequences {A}r r~, 1 .
Conseqùently, in virtue of (l) we obtain that, for any

the

condition

ln+lldT:11IdJl<~

(2)

X

dv

.JlL(Ar)
= l1m
r-- -V

p

p

(A

r

)

t;;. 0 and for JlL-almost all points x EM, one has

is satisfied.
The unique obstruction
{d~}is

dJlL

Lebesgue-Vrtal1

to apply Theorem C to the family

the fact that the spaces {T XN}XEM are not, in generaI,
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I det dT: I =

1im

v (Tt(A ))
p
r =

r-- -vp(Ar)

17

v (Tt(A »
p
r
" (Tt(A »)
'..L
=

1.
r~

v (Tt(A »
p
r
p. (Tt(A »)

r

L

its orthogona1 complement
..
then the l1mrt

<t>(Ttx)

r

1im=='

1

r-+~

V (Ar)

p
-un
" (A)
'..L r

v p (Ar)

.t
r-+ ~

= ln <t>(T
x~ -ln

<t>(x)

1

'fl (A )
L r

because P.L(Ar) = P.L(Tt(Ar».

Thus, for any t, 1~ I det dT; I =

<f>(x) P.L-a1most everywhere.

This, for any t.

imp1ies that
1
-ln
t

t

-ln

t-+~

t

Idet a I =

6

exists and is finite, and the exact LCE x(at' eP) exists.
First of a11we wi11show that the exact LCE x«a7)-1 , (eP)1)
exists. and
(eP)I) = x(at. eP) -6.

ln <t>(TSx)-To

show this. take any orthonorma1
that

V1'

Vp span eP; then

basis V1.

Vp+1' ...,Vn

Vn such
span (eP)l.

According to Proposition A of Sec. 5. at admits the unique
f
..
k
h
.
h
1
d h
.
actor~zat1on at := Ut t' w ere Ut 1Sort ogo~a an t ~ matnx

ln <f>(TSx).

s= o

of kt m the bas1SV),

Aswesupposethatln<t>EL1(M.P.L)andP.L

(

K1(t)

isaninvariant

probabi1ity measure,from Birkhoff's ergodic theorem app1ied
to the function

(l)

t

t s=l

-..,- 1 t-1
L

1im

x«a7)-1.

1
I det dT; I = -L

in E. As the family {at} is regular ,

ln <t>(T
x) -ln

<f>(x)one ontains that

~

=

Vn. denoted

~,

K1ft)

K13(t)

...K1n(t)

Kft)

K23(t)

...K2n(t)

O.

.:

lS uppertnangu1ar;

).

..

1
1im -ln
t-+~ t

I det dT; I =

Kn(t)

1 t-1
= 1im -L
[ln <f>(Ts
+ 1x) -ln
t-+~ t s = O

From the factorization at = !ltkt. as Ut is orthogonal, we
deduce immediate1y that (a7)-1 = Ut(k7)-1. The matrix
of (kt*)-l in the basisV1.' .., Vnis the matrix ($";)-1. where

<f>(TSx)]= O

p. -a1most everywhere on M. Proposition 6 is thus proven.
L

denotes transposition. Such matrix is 1owertriangular and
its diagona1e1ementsare

8. Proof of Theorem 8 and of Coro11ary9.
8.1. The proof of Theorem 8 is an easy consequenceof
the fo11owinglemma which goesback to Perron (see [26] and
a1soSec. 3 of [11 ]). This lemma has the same degreeof genera1.1t yas Th eorem 1 .
Let us reca11 that. to every fami1y of 1inear mappings {aJ.

K1(t)

Kn(t)

It is then c1earthat one has
Vo1P([a t V 1 '...'a

t vp

])=K

1 (t)...K

p (t)=

= (det kt) (Kp+ 1(t) ...Kn(t»)-l=

where at : Eo -+ Et is invertib1e. one can associate the fami1y
{(a7)-1,
where a7 denotes the mapping adjoint to at. As a11

= I det at I Vo1n-P([(ai)-1

spaces Et are endowed with a scalar product.

This equa1ity immediate1y imp1ies the existence of the exact

then Et is can-

onica11y conjugate to its dua1 E7, and thus (ai)-l
:Eo-+Et.
We will us~ the fo1!owing notations. If f1.
In is a basis
of Eo. then f1. ...,

(/i,~)

ifi

=j

(2)

Let now a norma1 basis f1,

= !

C={C1

In for the familb' {at} be

given, and consider the corresponding basis Ìt' ...,~.
From
(2) and point c of Theorem 1 we have. for any 1 ~ i ~ n,
Cn}. where

C1

Cn are rea1 numbers.

then-C={-c1'...'-Cn}.

also regu1ar and Sp«a7)-1)

n
x«ai)-1.~)=Lx(at'~)-6.

LEMMA D. Let {at} be a regu1ar fami1y. Then {(ai)-l}
= -Sp(at).

More precise1y. if

fn is a norma1 basis for the fami1y {a,}. then the basis

~

~ is norma1
for the fami1y {(ai)-1./i) = -x(at ' J;).

1}.and furthermore

(3)

j=l
j*i

is

f1,

As from the regularity

of{at}

we have

one has x«a7)

6 = ~
(
i'. )
L.,xat.Jl.
j =1

Proof As for the proof of Theorem 1. we can without
1os~of genera1ity suppose that the fami1y {.at}is d~fmed on a
uruque rea1 vector space E endowed wlth a flxed scalar
product (.).

then (3) imp1ies
x«a*)-l.D
= -x(a .f).
t,
t ,
Finally. from (5) and (4), recalling det «ai)-l

For any p-dimensiona1 subspaceeP,we will denote by (eP)1
18

Vn]).

LCEx«a7)-1,(eP)l)andtheequa1ity(1).
In particu1ar. from (1 ), for any f one has
x«ai)-1.f)=x(at.f1)-6.

O lf l *l
If

(ai)-l

fn is the dua1 basis. i.e. the unique basis

ofEsuchthat
o

-j1

Vp+ l'

(4 )

(5)
) = (detat)-l.

one has
MECCANICA

n

1

By Lemma D and Proposition E, i.e. Sp«a7)-1 ) = -Sp(at)

~x«a7)-1,~)=-8=tl~tlnldet(ai)-11,
1- 1

and Sp«ai)-l)=Sp(at)'
one has then, foraregularfamily
{at} of symplectic mappings of R2n,

and thus one sees that the family { (a7)-1 } is regular and that

S

--t

J;1 '

...,f. n is a normal basis for it. Lemma D is then proven.
Consider now the space R2n with its canonical basis

p

(a

)

=

-Sp(a

t

)

,

.
so that Theorem 8 lS proven.

e1' , .., e2n (see Sec. 4.2) and its canonical scalar product
(,). If a is a linear mapping of R2n into itself, by a* we denote
its adjoint linear mapping with respect to the canonical scalar
product (,). To prove Theorem 8 it suffices now to demon-

8.2. We now come to the proof of Corollary 9. Let x E r
be any T-regular point. Denote Spu(x) = { 1/>1
(x ), ..., 1/>2n
(X)}
and SPr(x) = { 1/11
(x), ..., 1/I2n-1(x)}. T being symplectic.,

strate the following

we have

PROPOSITION
E. If {at} is a regular family of symplectic
mappings of R2n, then one has Sp«ai)-l ) = Sp(at).

2n
L I/>fx) = o.
i=1

D
b
..A
h
.
f th
..
th
,. enote y -t t e matnx o
ProaJ.
e mappmg at m e.
.
1 t .. f
h
.. e1' ...,e2n. R ecaIl t hat at lS
bals1s
sympec lC 1 one as

Moreover, as T: r -+ r preservesa Liouville measureJlL' then
.
m vlftue of Corollary 7 and Theorem 3 we have that

d;ffdt=
ff,orequivalently
(d;)-l
= -ff
dt ff,

2n-1
j~
1/Ij(x)= 0

,(6)

where

denotes transposition, and the matrix ff is the one

defined
.

in Sec. 4.2.
( * ) -1
.

mappmg

at

Remark
h b

m t e

that

.A
asls e1' ...,

preserving, it then immediately
x«d

;)-1 ,n

= x( dt'

(d;)-l

is the matrix

e2n.

S

ff

of the

.r
lS norm

follows from (6) that

ffn

for any vector f E R 2n.ff

for a set of T-regular points x of Jl -measure l.
For

such

points,

recalling

that

Sp (x) C Sp

(x),

one

ob-

U
tains that at least one element of Sp (x) vanishes, and then
by the 'antisymmetry

of Spu(x)

(T~eorem

8) at least two

elements of Spu(x) vanish. Consequently, at least one element
being invertible,

the proposition

then follows.

of SPr(x) too vanishes. Corollary

9 is thus proven.

Received:5 October 1979.
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